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Attempt any four questions in all. 

4 All questions carry equal marks. 

3. 

Dscuss the various theories associated with the decline of Indus Valley civilization 

With special reference to environment. 

2. Was the affinity between the Mughal rulers and the Cheetah or the Lion mspired 

Conservation concerns or by needs of gaming and entertainment ' Discuss. 
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3. It would be ditticult to write the history ot ndia's environment 

understanding the colonial forest policy. Comment. thout 

Critically examine the signiticance of multi-purpose river valley projects. 4. 

De you agree with the view that the Green Revolution addressed the issue of 

food security. but failed miserably in its social and ecological context? 

6. Bhopal Gas Tragedy is a human tragedy with far-reaching implications. Do you 

agree? 

7. Define Global Warming. How does it pose a threat to the world community ? 

8. Write short notes on any two of the following: 

(a) Gandhi and Environment

(b) Narmada Bachao Andolan 

(c) Green House Gases 

(d) Unseasonal Rain 
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Stencils are allowed for drawing outline of maps. 

1. Discuss temperature conditions in India during differeht seasons. 

Or (3490) 
Describe the rainfall conditions in India during different seasons. 

2. Discuss the major types of land degradation in India. 

Or (37am) 
Soil erosion is the main problem in India. Discuss in detail. 

Give an account of forest products and their utilization in India. 

Or (31ua) 
Give a detailed account of types of forests in India. 

P.T.O. 



Dhe 8 the impect t wrhanizntion on fand aned water in India 

O(3rrn) 

Desrie the impact of indus triahzation on land and water resources in India. 

Sustainable devekopment is the need of present century. Discuss in detail. 

Or (Tm) 
Descrihe various goas of social justice in India. 
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Describe the climatic conditions of India with reference to rainfall during different 

seasons. 

Or (31aT) 
Describe the climatic conditions of India with reference to temperature during different 

seasons. 

Discuss the nature of land degradation in India with special reference to desertification. 

Or (3qa 
What are the main types of land degradation? Describe any two types of land degradation 

in India. 

orest degradation is a serious problem in India. Discuss. 
P.T. O. 
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Or (31Ta) 

What are the main types of forests in India? Describe any one type in detail. 

4. Define the concept of urbanization. Discuss the impact of urbanization on water in India 4. 

Or (37ra) 
Define the concept of industrialization. Discuss the impact of industrialization on a 
quality in India. 

5. Discuss the concept of sustainable development with reference to India. 

Or (31) 
How can social justice help in ensuring sustainable development in India? 
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Write 

Answers may be written either in English or in Hindi; but the same medium should be 

used throughout the paper. 

Attempt any five questions. 

All questions carry equal marks. 

a) Define (attempt any five) 

5x2-10 

() Air quality index (AQ) 

(i) Biodiversity P.T.O. 



2) 

(i) Snog 

() Solid waste 

() Nuclear cnergy 

(v) Desertification 

(vi) Kyoto Protocol 

(37) fmfafaa àfri uia ufr4foa if 

()-fafqem 

()fty 
(vi) HoTTR 

(vii) MasteT 
(6) Fill in the blanks : 

Pyramid of energy is always . *°°°° 

(i) The species restricted to an area and not found elsewhere in the world is ca 
°°°*°°°° 

(ii) Cauvery river dispute' is between... and....... States. 
******* 

(iv) The state of increased levels of nitrogen and phosphorus in the lakes is cal ******°°°*°°*°°******°°* 

() 
.. gas is the main component of biogas. 
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() A7 

() 

3 

HTI ff 

**** 
*** 

(V) 

Differentiate between any three of the following: 3x5-15 

() Renewable and non-renewable energy 

(i) Biosphere reserves and national parks 

(i) Wildlife (Protection) Act and Forest (Conservation) Act 

(iv) Primary pollutants and secondary pollutants 

()Chipko movement and Beej Bachao Andolan 

P.T.O 



Write short notes on any five of the tollowing 3. 

() Aquatie ecosystem 

(i) Biodiversity hotspots in India 

(ii) Nuclear disasters (any hvo) 

(iv) Impacts of dam construction on tribal populations 

() Global warming's impacts on agriculture 

(vi) Climate change and spread of diseases 

(vi) 'Odd-even formula' and its impact on Delhi's air quality 
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() 

() 

(v) 

(a) What are the major threats to biodiversity ? Discuss briefly the measures to mitigate 

1 
three major threats at the global level. 

(6) What are ex-situ measures for conservation of biodiversity ? Give some suitable 

8 

examples. 

(a) 

6) -fafqea af:a HAU 3474 ? 37q7 1R 

P.T.O. 
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(a) Givr a brief accomt of pnyjeet tiger in India. Tlow is saving tigers crucial for sav 

man's ovwn survival ? 

() Briefly describe the envinonmental inmpacts of invasive species. Explain these impad 

with any no suitable examples. 

(a) 

(b) 

6. (a) What is the objective of "Swachh Bharat Abhiyan' ? What are the challenges an 

how can we make this movement more effective and successful ? 

(b) Think global and act local for sustainable developmenthow is this practically possible
in urban spaces like Delhi, and explain this with suitable example. 

(a) 

(b) 
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unan 
wmulation enplosic is causing severe resouree dlepletion and evironmental 

15 
adatin. 

1Discuss this with suitable exanmples. 

huad practices ane powertiul tools to protect the environment and could also be threats 

15 thour osystem health." Justity the statement with suitable examples. 
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